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SELECT COMMITTEE INTO MINING INDUSTRY SHIFT ROSTERING AND WORKING HOURS 
Establishment - Motion 

MS ANWYL (Kalgoorlie) [4.05 pm]:  I move - 

(1) That a select committee be appointed to inquire into and report upon - 

(a) the effect of long working hours on the health, safety and well-being of employees, 
their families and their communities; 

(b) the effect of long working hours on the productivity and efficiency of the mining 
industry; 

(c) the desirability and form of regulation necessary to establish minimum standards in 
relation to long working hours, and 

in considering the effects of long working hours attention is to be given to the various 
continuous shift rostering arrangements which utilise long working hours and any onerous 
travel requirements. 

(2) That the committee finally report by 31 January 2001. 

The issue and impact of long working hours, particularly on people who live in remote mining communities, has 
become an emerging issue in my electorate over the four and a half years in which I have been the member for 
Kalgoorlie.  My intention and that of the Opposition in moving this motion is to respond to community pressure.  
A huge amount of concern exists in my electorate about the impact of long working hours, not only on individual 
workers and their families, but also on the community.   

The effect on remote and regional towns and cities is of concern.  I point out that many metropolitan residents 
are also effected by the prevalence of fly-in fly-out work arrangements.  Some of the health services in the 
northern areas are being impacted upon in that way.  Not only is the social fabric of our community affected, but 
also the health of individual workers.  Men, who make up the largest amount of workers in the mining industry, 
are especially affected.  Their families are also reporting the stresses and strains.  The issue impacts most heavily 
on families.  There is already a fairly high divorce rate in Western Australia.  It was reported in today’s The West 
Australian that 35 per cent of Western Australian marriages end in divorce.  I expect that figure would be higher 
in areas such as my own electorate.  I have sought the number of family court applications from the Attorney 
General, but they are difficult to find.   

The perception in the community is that relationships in which one or both parents work long hours are most 
vulnerable to breakdown.  It is important to acknowledge that mine workers are not the only people who work 
long hours.  The farming and pastoral industries are also noted for the long hours that are worked.  As members 
of Parliament, we are acutely aware of the stresses and strains that our own long working hours put on our 
personal relationships, and that also applies to many of the staff in Parliament House.  The purpose of the inquiry 
would be twofold:  First, to look at existing research, and second, to visit various affected communities and take 
evidence from them.  The moving of the motion for the committee is not intended to make any form of attack on 
the mining industry per se.  As is spelt out in paragraph (b), I would be interested in hearing any evidence from 
the peak bodies of the industry or individual companies about the effect that long working hours have on the 
productivity and efficiency of the mining industry.  Everybody is looking for independent evidence of the effects 
of long working hours on safety and health and the general effectiveness of the industry.  Work practices vary 
from company to company.  I would be interested to examine the effect that flexible work practices, which are so 
heavily supported by companies, have on their profitability and output.   

A healthy and vibrant minerals industry is certainly in the interests of all Western Australians.  However, it is 
also important to look at the way in which Government can play a role in working conditions.  Paragraph (c) 
refers to the desirability and form of regulation necessary to establish minimum standards, which is something 
that all Western Australians would be concerned about.  All members are concerned about mine safety.  Some 
time ago there was a push towards self-regulation in the area of mine safety.  The Opposition has said that it 
wants to monitor at all times the effectiveness of the regimes that exist for occupational health and safety.  That 
extends to the regimes under the Department of Minerals and Energy, as is currently the case with the mining 
industry, and the regimes in all occupations.  The intention of the committee would be to look at the available 
research on fatigue, shift work and safety.  A great deal of debate is occurring in my electorate about the 
accuracy of statistics on lost-time incidents and near accidents, as well as fatalities for which there is no dispute 
about the figures.  The effect of long driving hours on safety and health should also be considered.  Air travel is a 
part of many workers' average working week.  We have been reminded of that in the context of the recent tragic 
loss of life of Sons of Gwalia Ltd workers.   
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I understand it is unlikely that the Government will support this motion.  However, from my perspective as the 
member representing Kalgoorlie, it is most important that this issue is firmly on the agenda in the lead-up to the 
election.  The fact that the motion is moved is clear evidence that the Opposition would like to put this issue on 
the agenda after the election, whoever is in government.   

Paragraph (a) refers to the effect of long working hours on the health, safety and wellbeing of workers.  Lots of 
initiatives are taking place in my electorate that are primarily directed at men's health.  Some time ago the 
Opposition launched a men's health policy.  A range of agencies in Kalgoorlie-Boulder are taking up public 
health issues with some success.  It is known that men are often less likely to seek medical advice for a range of 
serious and less serious medical problems.  Men's emotional health is emerging as a major issue.  Stress is not 
confined to politicians.  Mental health and the huge overrepresentation of regional remote communities in 
suicide statistics are also issues.  I have referred to marriage breakdowns.   

When looking at health, we must look at the ability of parents to sustain the health of their children.  There are 
signs that a family that can hardly ever be together and engage in meaningful leisure and other activities, 
including educational opportunities, will be under particular strain.  We tend to focus on existing relationships, 
whether they be marriages or de facto relationships, but I have real concerns about the difficulty young people 
face in forming relationships.  It is common among my peers, especially among some of my sporting friends 
who are courting, that when partners are working in the mining industry on a continual shift basis, working 
several weeks at a time before they have time off, it is rare for them to have any length of time off at the same 
time so that they can be together.  That has a huge impact on the community as a whole.   

There is a great deal of economic pain in Kalgoorlie-Boulder at the moment.  Some people I speak with are 
attributing it in part to the long working hours that are the norm in my electorate.  It is rare for some families to 
have time off together, let alone go out together to small businesses or engage in services of the hospitality 
industry, whether it be the cinema, the restaurant or some other form of entertainment.  That is not meant as a 
criticism of my electorate.  I enjoy very much living in Kalgoorlie-Boulder.  There could not be a better example 
of a community coming together than last Saturday when more than 20 000 people attended the horse races for 
the Kalgoorlie Cup.  The week prior to that a Balzano barrow race took place in which over 400 people 
competed.  People still manage to get together, and enjoy doing so, but it is increasingly difficult.  Another 
example is volunteers.  A healthy community relies very much on volunteers for a vibrant social fabric.  It is 
well known that in Kalgoorlie-Boulder a number of organisations flounder in attracting adequate numbers of 
volunteers for a huge range of activities that are beneficial, for not only the members of the particular social club 
but also the whole community.   

I want briefly to demonstrate the sort of rosters people are working in the mining industry.  They often involve a 
mixture of day and night 12-hour shifts.  It is common for people to work 12-hour shifts six weeks on and one 
week off, 13 days on and one day off, two weeks on and one week off or four days on and four days off.  The 
four days on would comprise two days followed by two nights, and that would be followed by four days off.  It 
has always intrigued me that we refer to four days off, but people who have come off their last night shift will 
not be able to do a great deal on their first day off, because much of it will be spent asleep.   

Those are the sorts of hours that people are working.  It is important to relate a couple of anecdotes.  It is quite 
common for me to bump into acquaintances as I am walking along the street.  It is usually the case that the men 
are at work and the women to whom I bump into talk about the job that their men are doing at the particular 
time.  Earlier this week, I bumped into a friend of mine, and she told me that her husband, who is a jumbo 
operator, had lost his employment at a mine very close to town.  They have just married, but they were together 
for quite a while before they were married, and they had deliberately decided to settle in Kalgoorlie because they 
did not want to be one of those couples where the man is engaged in fly-in fly-out work and the woman waits at 
home.  She was extremely concerned that the only work that her husband might be able to get would be a six-
week-on, one-week-off situation, because they had experienced great stress in their relationship prior to their 
marriage.  That is just one example of people who have great concerns about what other employment might be 
available if they were to lose their job.   

Kalgoorlie-Boulder is currently celebrating the centenary of the building of Trades Hall.  It is ironic that one of 
the great achievements of the labour movement, as I have been reminded during this time of celebration, that 
most of the old banners and so forth commemorate is the achievement of an eight-hour working day.  That was 
recognised in the historical documents at the time as a huge achievement, and it also coincided with the five-day 
working week, which meant that people were free to associate with their families and friends on weekends, 
which is when most social events occur.  There is a great deal of concern in Kalgoorlie-Boulder about the social 
and economic health of the community, and about safety in the mining industry, particularly the impact of long 
working hours in causing fatigue and placing stresses and strains on individuals.  Long working hours also 
diminish the ability of people to engage in recreation, particularly sport or other physical activity.   
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It is important to note that long working hours have an effect on the whole community.  A person whom I know 
recently came very close to being seriously injured in a head-on collision, and when she spoke to the driver of 
the other vehicle, which had nearly wiped out her teenage daughter, who was sitting in the passenger seat, he 
apologised because he had been fast asleep, having just come off a lengthy shift. 

The biggest concerns probably relate to contractors rather than direct employees of mining companies, who 
generally work 12-hour shifts but may also be required to travel for a couple of hours a day.  Some of the worst 
cases that have come to my attention are young men who are employed as maintenance fitters and who can be 
engaged to do jobs that are hundreds of kilometres from their homes in Kalgoorlie-Boulder.  They drive for 
hours to get there, work around the clock to repair the piece of equipment, and then return home and have a 
couple of hours of sleep before they are called out again to the next job.  It is not unusual for those people to 
work for more than 30 hours straight.  We need to remember also that that work involves a degree of heavy 
physical activity.  Therefore, I was not completely surprised when I was approached recently by a 24-year-old 
fitter who has yet to access workers compensation but has shown me a medical report that indicates that he has 
chronic fibromyalgia, which to a layperson’s understanding is chronic muscle fatigue, which his specialist 
attributes directly to the long hours for which he was working.  This man has had several months off work and 
may never return to his previous occupation; and he certainly will never return to any work that requires him to 
work for such long hours.   

For all those reasons, I ask members to support the motion.  It is essential that we take on the issue of long 
working hours in the mining industry and respond to the concerns in the community about the impact of long 
working hours generally.   

MR RIEBELING (Burrup) [4.25 pm]:  I second the motion.  I hope the House will support the motion and 
inform itself of the impact of changing work practices, particularly in the mining industry, in two distinct areas - 
the goldfields, where there is substantial underground mining, and also in my area, where there is substantial 
open-cut mining.  Over the past seven or eight years there has been a significant change in the number of hours 
worked in the mining industry.  This is always associated with the impression that it is based on efficiency and 
the need to comply with world best practice.   

Recently, I have made speeches in this House about Robe River Iron Associates, which has changed the hours of 
work for its workers at Pannawonica and Wickham to 12 and a half hours a day for 14 days straight, followed by 
seven days off; so it is a roster of seven days and seven nights, followed by seven days off.  I expressed my 
concern about health and safety problems in the work force if those 21-day cycles continued.  I had obtained 
evidence through Murdoch University that those types of shifts on a long-term basis lead to a deterioration in 
health and higher accident rates, and have a number of other adverse impacts.  Robe River disputed those 
findings, and I had a discussion with the general manager of Robe and said I would fax to him my information 
and research on the detrimental impact of 21-day cycles, and he said he would fax to me the research he had that 
it was all well and good, and healthy and productive.  Unfortunately, I received no information from him to back 
up what Robe was saying, yet I had faxed to him 400 or 500 pages of information that purported to show that it 
was detrimental.  

It is time this House found out the facts.  What is the impact on small communities of having their inhabitants 
work 21-day shifts or extended long shifts?  What is the impact on the health of those workers?  What impact 
does it have on the safety of the mine site that is being worked?  Is there an impact on domestic violence and 
stresses and strains through which the miners must work?  At the end of the day, some people in the mining 
industry may say that longer working hours are both productive and a benefit to the work force.  That may be 
correct, but I do not know that it is.  I fear that it is not.  I want companies to put forward their arguments on 
extended hours.  If it is good for productivity, the work force and the communities, let us do it.  I know that 
companies say that productivity has improved.  I remember being told when I was at school many years ago that 
the 40-hour week produced one of the greatest productivity improvements of all time and that Australia was the 
leading nation in implementing those changes and the rest of the world followed.  Forty hours a week in the 
mining industry is something that people just giggle about now.  If a person is not working 70 to 80 hours a 
week in my area, people seem to think that that person is not working very hard.   

We have seen a monumental change in the position of companies on long hours.  There is some talk of having 
shifts of six weeks on and one week off, in which workers travel to a site.  Ten years ago that type of work force 
used to be restricted to construction workers, who would try to complete a job as quickly as possible.  They were 
the types of shifts that were put in place.  It was very rare for a person to last the full two years of the two-year 
construction phase.  Those types of shifts were not designed to have a work force that lasted two or three years; 
they were designed to maximise the speed of a job and to give large benefits to those people in recognition that 
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they were short jobs, not long jobs.  We are now seeing a move to longer hours in the long-term work force at 
mine sites and, as the member for Kalgoorlie said, less safe hours, especially for contractors involved in the 
mining industry.   

This is not an attempt to burden the mining industry with inefficient or ineffective regulations; this is a genuine 
attempt to put in place rules and regulations that will benefit both the mining industry and its workers.  At the 
end of the day we may find that the shift currently enjoyed by those at Hamersley Iron Pty Ltd, which many call 
the eight-day cycle, is the best one.  It appears that for members of the work force in the towns in which 
Hamersley Iron operates - Dampier, Tom Price and Paraburdoo - the eight-day cycle is the one they enjoy the 
most.  They have told me that it allows them more time with their families than other forms of roster.  If that is 
the shift that delivers the greatest productivity and delivers to the work force in those towns the greatest capacity 
for a family life, maybe that should be the way in which any recommendations from the committee should flow.  
The eight-day cycle was in place at Robe River Iron Associates.  When the 21-day cycle was introduced, the 
people at Robe River told me on numerous occasions how disappointed they were that the eight-day cycle was 
removed, because it offered families a real opportunity to spend quality time with each other.   

As I understand it, those eight-day cycles still delivered to those companies and their permanent work force 
employment of about 50 hours a week for each member of the work force.  There was an increase, but it gave 
those members of the work force a greater opportunity to enjoy both the fruits of their labour and time with their 
families when they could maximise their time off.   

The unfortunate thing about the seven-seven-seven roster, for instance, which was introduced by Robe River, 
was that for at least 14 days of that cycle, the families with young children had to have a regime whereby very 
little noise emanated from the children, because the parents were working 12 and a half hours a day and were, 
for want of a better description, dog-tired by the time they got to bed.  They were up and about at hours when the 
children were at their height of activity, rather than in the evenings when the children were going to bed.  Quite 
often shift workers are not able to have normal sleeping hours; in fact, they would just get used to one shift and 
then they would change to another.  As a reward for working 12 and a half hours a day for 14 days straight, those 
workers received only one extra day off, when the majority of the population get a weekend off every week.   

Any inquiry would probably come to the conclusion that the Hamersley Iron shifts that are currently in place 
would be the best to deliver to both the company and the families.  That may not be right.  A proper inquiry may 
determine that in excess of 50 hours a week is not productive for the mining industry, and, for safety and 
productivity reasons, the recommendation might be that there should be a certain limit.  I do not know what that 
limit should be.  I am told by some people in the union movement that it should be less.  Other people from 
companies tend to indicate that it should be more.  Somewhere in the middle is probably right.  It is time that this 
House took the time to have a serious look at the problems caused by shift work.   

My son Brendan is involved in the mining industry.  He works exceptionally long hours in the goldfields.  Every 
time an accident occurs there, it causes me and my family a great deal of stress until we find out that my son is 
not involved.  My understanding is that he works a 12-hour day.  He lives in Kambalda and drives 120 
kilometres each way to and from work.  I do not know whether that is particularly safe.  I assume that it is not 
the best practice.  I have a vested interest in a family way in ensuring that the mining industry has at least the 
safest possible track record on working conditions.   

I am sure that after the tragic deaths underground this year, the mining industry would welcome the opportunity 
for input into an inquiry on health, safety and hours of work, especially fatigue and how that impacts on 
productivity.  I am sure that the mining industry would also want to be as productive and as safe as possible.  It 
says that at every opportunity, and I am sure it genuinely believes that.  This is an opportunity for the House to 
look at what all the experts in the field are saying and to work out what is best for the people of Western 
Australia, not in a competitive way but in a manner in which both the industry and the work force can work 
together to ensure that we remain the world’s best miners.  Hopefully, we will reach a level of safety that is 
second to none.  I do not think we have that equation correct at the moment.  I hope that the committee suggested 
by the member for Kalgoorlie receives the positive support of the Government.   

MRS EDWARDES (Kingsley - Minister for Labour Relations) [4.40 pm]:  The Government will not support 
the motion, and this is not because the Government does not take safety and fatigue management in the mining 
industry seriously; it certainly does.  However, the establishment of a select committee into mining industry shift 
rostering and working hours will not achieve more than that being achieved by the industry and government 
working together.  The industry has been progressing over a number of years an approach to ensure that the 
issues identified by members opposite are managed through risk assessment.  This notion is applied in fatigue 
management in other areas, such as the transport industry.  The mining industry has a strong commitment to 
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safety in the workplace.  It wants to ensure that valuable employees are looked after.  The point was made by 
those opposite that a person from an unhappy family is an unhappy employee.  That aspect is well recognised. 

I will provide some history and then bring the House up to date on developments in the industry and the steps 
taken to show how seriously this matter is regarded.  I will refer to work being carried out in an holistic way to 
incorporate families in the process.  Like the member for Burrup, the Government hears some of the anecdotal 
evidence and concerns raised, and industry takes those concerns seriously. 

The necessity for shiftwork in the mining industry to provide continuity in operation is recognised.  That is the 
case in a wide range of general industry activities and community services.  A substantial number of statutory 
authorities, regulatory authorities and workplace representative groups, including trade unions, have attempted 
over the past decade to address problems attached to shiftwork, particularly management of the risks associated 
with fatigue.  A two-day workshop was organised in 1994 by the Chamber of Minerals and Energy of Western 
Australia to deal with these issues.  A number of eminent national and international authorities and researchers in 
the field were brought to the workshop, which had the theme of “Shift work and occupational health and safety 
in the Western Australian mining industry”.  The findings of the conference were summarised in a publication 
titled “Guidelines for Workers and Management”.  This was followed by a further workshop in 1996, after which 
those guidelines were updated, published and distributed again. 

Adoption of 12-hour shifts has become widespread over the past decade in not only long-distance commuter 
mining operations, but also mining operations closer to towns and cities.  It is recognised that other industries 
have moved to 12-hour shifts.  The average number of hours worked per month or week at these operations, 
when aggregated, is generally not much more than the normal 40 or 48-hour week common to Australian 
industry.  The hours worked are fewer at some long-distance commuter mining operations.  The compressed 
work schedules involving 12-hour shifts - sometimes shorter - apply longer breaks rostered away from the site 
than was the case in the past.  The member for Kalgoorlie identified some of the rosters.  I note that some of the 
rosters she identified are on the list I have been given outlining rosters currently worked within the industry.  I 
state fact.  I will come to risk assessment for fatigue management a little later. 

Rosters vary from mine to mine and between surface and underground operations.  The rosters currently worked 
within the industry include two weeks on, with one shift a day, and one week off; 10 days on, four days off; four 
days on, and one day off; two days and two nights on, and four days off; three days and three nights on, and six 
days off; two consecutive rosters of seven days on and one day off, followed by seven days on and five days off; 
nine days on, and five days off; and 14 days on, and seven days off.  A variation exists in the type of rostering 
which occurs with the different mining operations. 

The Department of Minerals and Energy's mines inspectorate has exerted pressure on the industry to reduce the 
length of the on-site work cycles to reduce the average number of working hours each month to a less demanding 
level.  The department has already taken action in this area.  The average number of working hours each month 
over the past four years has been much reduced at operations. 

Mr Riebeling:  Where have they achieved that? 

Mrs EDWARDES:  I do not have that information.  I hope to provide that information to the member before the 
conclusion of my contribution. 

The report on the inquiry into fatalities in the Western Australian mining industry released in 1998 
recommended the development of a code of practice on shift work.  That code of practice was developed by the 
tripartite Mines Occupational Safety and Health Advisory Board and has been circulated for comment.  The draft 
guideline is titled “Fatigue Management for the Mining Industry” and gives direction on managing the risk 
associated with fatigue, which may be a function of both shiftwork and lifestyle.  Recognition is given to 
information and advice we need to provide to employees when considering assessment of risk. 

At the recent MineSafe International 2000 Conference, internationally recognised authorities gave a 
comprehensive overview of current knowledge and practice in this field and management of the associated risk.  
The expertise developed in the Australian research institutes, which drew on the Western Australian industry 
experience, was acknowledged.  In other words, the experts focused on what is happening in Western Australia.  
Research work is being carried out at, and advice on programs given to, some mining operations in Western 
Australia. 

The history I have outlined indicates that the issues are recognised and well understood.  The need is apparent to 
train and equip personnel to cope with shiftwork.  A number of other risk measures that appear in the draft code 
of practice, including a good standard of accommodation and correct diet, should be provided at operations.  The 
Government believes that a select committee into mining industry shift rostering and working hours is 
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unnecessary as an extensive body of research is available on fatigue.  Guidelines have been released on fatigue 
management in the mining industry. 

Mr Riebeling:  What do they say? 

Mrs EDWARDES:  They are out for comment. 

Mr Kobelke:  You do not have it; you're working on it. 

Mrs EDWARDES:  No.  The guidelines have been produced and distributed for comment. 

Mr Riebeling:  What do they say? 

Mrs EDWARDES:  I will get to that aspect.  The Government has a tripartite Mines Occupational Safety and 
Health Advisory Board, which includes trade union movement representation.  The Mines Safety and Inspection 
Act requires employers and employees to consult and cooperate within the workplace to identify hazards, to 
carry out risk assessments and to take steps to eliminate or control the risks to within reasonably practicable 
levels.  I will refer to the statistics for incidents in the workplace.  While it is recognised that the risk 
management of fatigue is absolutely critical within any industry - and the mining industry has undertaken to do 
that in conjunction with the Mines Occupational Safety and Health Advisory Board - it is implied by members 
opposite that the move to 12-hour shifts has resulted in an increase in work-related injuries, when, in fact, the 
opposite has occurred. 

Mr Kobelke:  Who said that? 

Mrs EDWARDES:  As I said, it is implied.  There is an increased industry effort to improve and maintain 
excellent accident prevention standards.  Is the Opposition acknowledging that the move to 12-hour shifts has 
not resulted in an increase in work-related injuries? 

Mr Kobelke:  We asked that the matter be looked into.  We have not taken a position on the matter. 

Mrs EDWARDES:  Members opposite are implying that there has been an increase, otherwise they would accept 
the statistics as fact.  

Ms Anwyl:  As I said in my speech, there is a lot of concern that the lost time incident figures and the near miss 
accident figures that have been supplied may not be accurate. 

Mrs EDWARDES:  The mining industry would regard its level of concern with improved safety as something 
that extends over and beyond what it is required to do in any statutory sense.  There has been an increased 
industry effort to improve and maintain accident prevention standards.  I will provide a paper to the House that 
has been prepared by the Chamber of Minerals and Energy of Western Australia entitled “Minerals Industry 
Safety Performance:  Accident Statistics and 12 Hour Shifts in the Goldfields”. 

[See paper No 252.] 

Mrs EDWARDES:  Over the past 12 years the underground gold mining work force in the Kalgoorlie area has 
increased from a low point of 800 to more than 1 600.  It has doubled.  During the same period the surface work 
force has increased to 7 000 in gold mining and about 5 000 in nickel.  There has been a 240 per cent increase in 
the work force.  At the same time there has been a dramatic improvement in the lost time injury frequency rate in 
surface and underground mines.  It is not evident from the statistics that there has been any increase in workplace 
injuries as a result of the introduction of 12-hour shifts.  There is no evidence that 12-hour shifts have had any 
adverse effect on the level of workplace injuries. 

Ms Anwyl:  It is true that there has been an overall emphasis on safety in the mining industry.  The statistics 
have improved, but is there a correlation between fatigue and any of the existing statistics? 

Mrs EDWARDES:  I will get to that.  Since the early 1990s the safety performance of mines in the region has 
continued to improve.  The industry is working hard to maintain the trend through relevant training, research, 
conferences and occupational safety and health programs.  I am sure that the Chamber of Minerals and Energy 
would be the first to agree that the safety improvements achieved so far are no reason for complacency.  Nobody 
accepts even one incident, whether it be an injury or a fatality.  There has been a tragedy in the mining industry 
recently, and there is no reason for complacency.  The industry would like to achieve the goal of having an 
injury-free workplace.  It is the ultimate goal that needs to be strived for.   

Mr Riebeling:  Does the minister believe that the current safety levels are the best that can be achieved? 

Mrs EDWARDES:  I believe that all workplaces need to continue to monitor, assess and manage risks.  Fatigue 
is identified as a risk.  A select committee will not move the industry forward any faster; in fact, it may have the 
tendency to slow down the industry.  The industry is already moving towards adopting a code of practice for the 
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identification, assessment and management of fatigue.  Fatigue is a known safety and health risk factor.  It needs 
to be managed and controlled as part of the day-to-day duty of care of employers and employees.  The draft 
guidelines for fatigue management in the mining industry have been developed by the Mines Occupational 
Safety and Health Advisory Board to provide practical guidance for mine employers so that they can meet their 
obligations under the Act.  The draft guidelines address the physical and social effects of fatigue and the risk 
management of fatigue assessment including such factors as night shifts, the type of work undertaken, 
commuting, overtime, extended working hours, potential exposure to other hazards, call-outs and risk control.  
The mining industry has been invited to comment on the draft risk management guidelines.  The comment period 
closes on 28 September 2000.  The industry is already moving towards implementing a code of practice for 
fatigue management and it has started to put in place other measures.  Some companies manage fatigue by 
transporting their work force to and from mine sites, particularly remote sites.  Some companies use fly-in fly-
out transportation.  Companies with sites that are 20 minutes to one hours travelling time from Kalgoorlie supply 
buses to take their workers to and from work.  Some companies fly their staff in the night before the shifts begin 
and fly staff out the morning after the shifts finish.   

The mining companies recently surveyed by the Chamber of Minerals and Energy reported a number of benefits 
accruing to the work force as a result of the introduction of new rosters.  In particular, they identified an 
improved safety performance, high productivity, an ability to spend more continuous time with their families, 
lower absenteeism, lower staff turnover and less fatigue as a result of working fewer longer shifts.  The need to 
survey workers who work 12-hour shifts has been recognised.  The complex nature of working hours in the 
mining industry makes it difficult to prescribe a regime of regulation that could reasonably be implemented or 
enforced.  When the transport industry was being investigated similar difficulties were identified with 
prescriptive regulation.  The transport industry has gone down the code of conduct path and the union movement 
has supported the changes.  A large body of research is already available on this issue.  That information was 
considered in the preparation of the guidance material.   

Members opposite also mentioned the effect on families.  The Government and the mining industry recognise 
this is potentially an issue because of the concerns that have been raised.  The industry must recognise that an 
individual’s productivity in the workplace depends as much on a strong family situation as on a supportive work 
environment.  As a result, companies have introduced a wide range of family support measures for their staff.  
Some of those support measures include hosting site visits for family members.  Children love to see where dad 
or mum work.  That measure has been popular with families.  These support measures include the provision of 
family counselling services.  One of the other measures is the national mine site chaplaincy program that ensures 
on-the-ground counselling support for mine workers and their families.  Another support measure is formal 
employee assistance programs, which include individual counselling if required.  The Government is conscious 
of the importance of counselling programs for individuals.  Some individuals might wish to participate in 
counselling on a one-on-one basis, and funds are made available for that.  Another measure is to arrange flights 
for families to visit sites.  Accommodation and recreational facilities are provided so that families can interact.  
Drug and alcohol testing is another big issue for families.  The majority of sites have a zero tolerance policy, 
which is supported strongly by families.  Another measure is the provision of formal programs on healthy 
lifestyles.  Members opposite mentioned keeping fit and proper diet as part of a holistic approach.  That is one 
small part of the overall management of these measures. 

Mr Riebeling:  How do you maintain a fitness regime if you work 12 hours a day for 14 days straight? 

Mrs EDWARDES:  Each mining operation needs to address the document on the code of conduct, and the sorts 
of things that it identifies as potentially affecting employees.   

Other support measures offer a wide range of programs, often offsite, that are aimed at improving the social 
infrastructure for families.  They include, among other things, the rural doctors shortage group that provides $15 
000 funding to ensure the provision of high quality medical services in Western Australia, and the student 
teacher scholarship program that sponsors student teachers to work in regional schools.  Another program that I 
am sure the member for Kalgoorlie has attended is the St Barbara’s day festival, which is an annual family-based 
celebration of the mining industry in Kalgoorlie sponsored by mining companies in the goldfields.  They also 
sponsor the goldfields age pensioners welfare association.   

The Government will not stop there.  It recognises the potential for problems.  The member for Kalgoorlie 
referred to the increased divorce rate.  I do not know whether it has increased in the past 10 or 15 years.  
However, the problems raised in anecdotal evidence about 12-hour shifts probably existed when there were 
eight-hour shifts.  There has always been some level of problem in this area.  The mining industry, through the 
eastern regional council of the Chamber of Minerals and Energy of Western Australia, which represents the 
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majority of mining companies in the goldfields, has met with the Minister for Family and Children’s Services to 
work through a joint approach.  

Mr Kobelke:  Was this meeting because of their concerns on this matter? 

Mrs EDWARDES:  The industry recognises the problem and is taking action.  The Government is not about 
establishing a select committee and holding a talkfest.  The mining industry and the Government are already 
taking action.  We must ensure that measures are put in place to assess and manage risk.  The Government does 
not take lightly the concerns that are raised with it; it deals with occupational safety and health issues through 
proper management practices. 

Mr Kobelke:  The most appropriate way would be a select committee.   

Mrs EDWARDES:  Nonsense.  I will tell members shortly what I think is its game plan.  The minerals and 
energy industry through its eastern regional council met with the Minister for Family and Children’s Services.  
One of the programs they will develop together is a welcome pack for the families of new employees.  The code 
identifies that people need to be given information about their working arrangements, and the fact that their 
employment schedule may influence the time available for them to participate in social and family activities.  
Everybody needs to be aware of that.  That will be incorporated in a package for new employees. 

Ms Anwyl:  The support services are critical.  Families face problems because of these new regimes.   

Mrs EDWARDES:  That is why the Minister for Family and Children’s Services is working directly with the 
industry.  They will provide information on services such as the mine site chaplaincy service and contact details 
for local community groups.  If it proves successful it will be extended to other areas of the industry.  The 
Government, through the Minister for Mines and the Minister for Family and Children’s Services, is working 
with industry and responding to concerns that have been expressed.  The Government, like industry, is conscious 
of maintaining a safe workplace.   

I will give members my views on why members opposite have raised this motion today.  This motion will 
probably coincide with the imminent release of Labor’s labour relations policy.  I am told it is likely to be 
released on Friday.  Members opposite can confirm whether that will be the case.  If the policy does not call for a 
select committee to inquire into working arrangements in the mining industry, it will call for an independent 
review of that industry.  It will probably appoint somebody who was a former Minister for Labour Relations in 
the previous Labor Government, so we can anticipate what the outcome will be before the review is commenced.  
Why would the Labor Party want this review?  The Labor Party is in a bind over workplace agreements.  
Federally the Labor Party will abolish Australian workplace agreements.  However, the Leader of the Opposition 
in Western Australia will keep some individual workplace agreements.  The union movement has said, “No 
deal.”  Tony Cooke was reported in the newspaper yesterday as saying that the unions would not have any part 
of that.  The Labor Party will come to some form of public arrangement so that Dr Gallop can look good and 
claim there is no union domination of Labor Party policy or decision making.  We all know that is nonsense.  
Even in the event the Labor Party won government, we know that because of the 60 per cent union domination 
of its preselection process and policy making, the Labor Party will do what the unions tell it to do.  If members 
opposite were to get into government there will not be a deal.  How does the Labor Party get around that?  It 
conducts a review.  The outcome of the review will show how bad workplace agreements and 12-hour shifts are 
in the mining industry.  The review will ask how we can possibly keep individual agreements in whatever 
format.  The review will probably recommend good-faith bargaining, which has totally demoralised industry and 
investment in New Zealand, because it is not good-faith bargaining.  Good-faith bargaining is not conducted 
between the employers and the employees, it is between the employers and the union movement.  Labor Party 
decisions will be totally dominated by the unions.   

This motion is about setting the groundwork to get the Labor Party off the hook on individual agreements and to 
demonstrate how bad it is that these people do not have a choice in terms of their rostering arrangements and the 
number of hours that they work.  This issue has been taken up by the union movement on the eastern seaboard.  
The unions want a maximum number of hours inserted into their agreements.  The Labor Party will again defer 
to what the unions want.  The Labor Party does not worry about what the workers want, it does whatever the 
unions decide.  This is what the Labor Party’s game plan is all about.  It has nothing to do with the concern of 
the mining industry or the workers in it.  It has more to do with getting the Opposition off the hook over 
individual workplace agreements. 

There is no role for a select committee to advance the cause of managing fatigue management within the mining 
industry because it has already been progressed and is moving.  The introduction of ergonomic designs and the 
growing mechanisation of the industry have also compensated for some of the additional workload that would be 
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imposed through longer shifts.  It is still a challenging task to manage family commitments, work and adequate 
rest and that will always be acknowledged.  Families also need to work out arrangements to suit their individual 
situations.  Again, they need to have some knowledge.  Those issues will be worked out through the code of 
conduct and work that is being done with Family and Children's Services.   

In conclusion, the Government does not take lightly this or any issue dealing with occupational health and safety.  
The system can always be improved and the Government should always work together with and encourage 
industry to also improve the workplace.  As to the anecdotal evidence and hearsay that the impact on the family 
is a big issue, it was probably a big issue under the previous system.  That is not to say the Government does not 
deal with the issue - it is dealing with it and will continue to do so.  However, the issue was probably just as big 
under the previous system.  Like the mining industry, which will continue to work hard to improve safety within 
the industry, the Government will also work hard with industries - I refer to them in the plural - in an endeavour 
to meet their duty of care obligations under the legislation.  The issue of fatigue management within the Western 
Australian mining industry has been recognised as an occupational health and safety issue and the industry is 
currently working towards putting a system in place to deal with it.  

MR MARSHALL (Dawesville - Parliamentary Secretary) [5.14 pm]:  The motion by the member for 
Kalgoorlie to form a select committee into the mining industry shift rostering and working hours emphasises 
three points, one of which relates to the effect of long working hours on the health, safety and wellbeing of 
employees, their families and their communities.  I remind the member for Kalgoorlie that the mining industry 
has been conscious of its duty of care to its employees for many years.  I had first-hand experience of that when I 
worked with ALCOA of Australia Ltd in the Peel region when I was the member for Murray.  ALCOA has been 
meticulous with its shift rostering and working hours; it is a happy unit.  The mining company supplies most of 
the employment opportunities in my town, and the people are happy with the arrangement. 

Over the past 10 years, the Government, industry and unions have made a substantial effort to address the 
problems of shift work, in particular, the effects of fatigue.  Members opposite may know that in 1994 a two-day 
workshop was organised by the Chamber of Minerals and Energy which included international and national 
authorities and researchers.  The theme for the workshop was shift work and occupational health and safety in 
Western Australia’s mining industry.  Those findings were published in the guidelines for workers and 
management.  A second workshop was held in 1996, and, as a result, the guidelines were updated.   

Over the past 10 years the 12-hour shift has become widespread both at mining operations close to towns and 
centres and also at the fly-in fly-out operations.  When these hours are added up, they are generally not much 
more than what many would describe as the normal 40 to 48-hour week, which is common to much of the 
Australian industry.  In the fly-in fly-out operations, the work schedules are compressed.  Sometimes the shifts 
are of less than 12 hours, with longer breaks away from the site.  This is where the Department of Minerals and 
Energy has exerted pressure on the mining industry to reduce the length of the work cycle on site with the aim of 
reducing the average working hours a month to a less demanding level.  In other words, the Government has 
been conscious of the needs of the industry and has initiated actions accordingly, which have been successful.  
Most operations have reduced the working hours over the past four years.  A report in 1998 suggested a code of 
practice for shift work.  The result is the draft guidelines on fatigue management for the mining industry, which 
are currently available for public comment.   

I remind the House of the Minesafe International 2000 Conference held earlier this month.  Internationally 
recognised authorities gave a comprehensive overview of current knowledge and practice in this field.  In other 
words, the latest information is already available, which makes a select committee pointless.  The issues are 
already recognised and understood.  The priority is to manage them effectively, which is what everyone is 
working to achieve.  The training and equipping of personnel for shift work is also a priority.  This extends to a 
good standard of accommodation and even a correct diet.  Overall, the industry’s safety performance over the 
past 12 to 15 years has improved, even with extended shifts.  There are many reasons for accidents and it is 
difficult to draw valid conclusions about the impact of safety from any aspect.  It is better to be aware of all the 
possible factors that cause accidents and to work to reduce and eliminate or manage them, and that is being done.   

The transport industry in Western Australia operates under a code of practice that allows people to work up to 14 
out of 24 hours and up to 72 hours a week.  Those working hours exceed the vast majority of mining operations.  
In summary, despite the interjections I have had to put up with, I repeat that with all of the latest information 
available in Western Australia, a select committee could not add up to anything other than political 
grandstanding.  I disagree with the motion.   

DR TURNBULL (Collie) [5.19 pm]:  The debate tonight on the impact of long working hours on the health, 
safety and wellbeing of employees, their families and communities, and the possible effects on productivity and 
efficiency in the mining industry has been about important issues.  Paragraph (c) of the member’s motion to 
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determine minimum standards for working hours and to consider the effects of long working hours also is an 
important issue.  I listened to the member for Kalgoorlie’s speech and found that it was full of many 
generalisations and interesting anecdotal cases, which I am sure occur in the area she represents.  

I could present an enormous number of anecdotes myself.  The member for Kalgoorlie said she has introduced 
this subject today because she wanted to put it on the agenda.  She did not say anything about the seriousness of 
specific cases that require the attention of a select committee.  She wanted to put it on the agenda for the election 
that is coming up.  I had this subject on the agenda in my electorate as well, and I am very pleased that the House 
has given me the opportunity to put my opinions on the agenda. 

Ms Anwyl:  Are you going to support the motion? 

Dr TURNBULL:  No I will not support the establishment of a select committee.  The motion by the member for 
Kalgoorlie begins by calling for a select committee, and then sets out the issue.  One could insert any issue, such 
as child welfare.  I am taking the opportunity of this debate to place on the record issues relating to safety in 
mining, and the effect of hours that are worked in the mining industry in my electorate.  I very likely have more 
experience of mining issues in my electorate, than the member for Kalgoorlie has in hers.  Kalgoorlie is a 
goldmining area.  My electorate contains a goldmine, and the Worsley Alumina Pty Ltd bauxite mine at 
Boddington, two large coalmining areas in Collie - The Griffin Coal Mining Company Pty Limited and 
Wesfarmers Coal Limited - and a mineral sands mining area around Capel.  I formerly represented Greenbushes, 
which is a very old mining area with very different mining practices.  It is not in the 240-tonne truck league like 
Griffin Coal.  Greenbushes is a unique mining area.  When I represented that area, the mine was owned and 
operated by Greenbushes Tin Ltd and Lithium Australia Ltd, and it is now owned and managed by Sons of 
Gwalia Ltd.  In my electorate there is a wide range of different types of mining.   

When I came into Parliament in 1989, the Bill establishing the Department of Occupational Health, Safety and 
Welfare was being debated.  Mining people in my electorate, across all the different mines, told me they did not 
want mining safety issues included under DOHSWA.  This was the view of all parties, including the union 
representatives.  They did not want DOHSWA to take over the health and safety aspects of mining, because they 
all had very great confidence in the ability and experience of the mines inspectorate, and this is still the case 
today.  Areas of DOHSWA apply to the mining industry, and I was part of the negotiations about reflecting the 
standards of DOHSWA in the Mining Act.  Under the Mining Act, health and safety standards are managed by 
the industry, which is very fortunate to be assisted by the tripartite Mines Occupational Safety and Health 
Advisory Board.  Members in this House might not realise how well these tripartite boards work.  They are 
usually very quiet. 

Mr Graham:  Is that why the Government started abolishing them when it gained office? 

Dr TURNBULL:  I agree with the member for Pilbara.  Some were abolished.  The one relating to the Pilbara 
was abolished during the present member’s term of office. 

Mr Graham:  It was not.  I was the deputy chairman.   

Dr TURNBULL:  That is right.  I apologise to the member for Pilbara.  I will not debate this subject with the 
member for Pilbara, because his superior local knowledge will very quickly catch me out.  He is an expert in his 
area, and I understand the mining industry in my electorate.  I understand the goldmining industry as well.  The 
mining industry is very different from other industries, and varies itself between different areas of Western 
Australia.  My discussion with the member for Pilbara highlights this fact.  The mining industry does not use fly-
in fly-out arrangements in my electorate.  There may be some “drive-in drive-out” workers, who travel from 
Gosnells to Boddington, stay for the working shifts and then drive back to their homes.  That is very minimal, 
compared with the areas that the first two speakers on this motion referred to - Burrup, Kalgoorlie and the 
Pilbara.  Trying to apply an overall approach across the mining industry would not work.  This is the reason that 
individual workplace agreements and site-specific agreements have been such a benefit to the mining industry 
and to the economy of Western Australia.  Those agreements can be tailored specifically to an operation in a 
particular area.  We still must, however, arrive at some sort of overall principle regarding the safety aspects of 
working hours.  

Working hours can affect many factors, some of which I shall mention.  They can affect an individual’s ability to 
cope with varied rosters; through the individual, they can affect the family; and through the family, they can 
affect the community.  The 12-hour rosters at Collie power station and one of the mines have affected sporting 
teams.  Collie was fortunate in getting a large grant from the Ministry of Sport and Recreation to assist in 
acquiring artificial hockey turf.  A lighting system was also erected because the hockey turf had to be used at 
specific times, particularly at night, to cope with the availability of teams because of the hours that team 
members were working.  People still play hockey on Saturdays throughout the day, but that, of course, includes 
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the children.  Formerly all the men’s and women’s teams played on Saturdays, but now most teams play on 
weekdays and at night, which has created many difficulties for them.  The people of Collie should be highly 
commended for managing to keep together many of their sporting teams by introducing innovative ways of 
getting around the problems caused by 12-hour shifts. 

The member for Burrup talked about 12-hour shifts, with a four days on, four days off pattern.  He thought it was 
one of the best working patterns, particularly in his area.  I agree.  It has been implemented in Collie and, as a 
result, many workers in Collie have four days on, four days off rolling rosters of 12-hour shifts.  Everybody 
agrees that some people find it difficult to work two day shifts, then two night shifts followed by four days off.  
Two night shifts are not supposed to be sufficient to affect the circadian rhythm of sleep, so people should not 
suffer sleep debt and can revert easily to their night-time sleeping patterns.  However, quite a few workers find 
this roster pattern very difficult and they must adhere closely to the medical advice on when to eat, sleep and so 
on.   

One of the advantages of the 12-hour shifts, four days on, four days off roster is that it reduces the number of 
times people must commute to work, which is important.  A person working a four days on, four days off roster 
over two months goes to work on 28 days.  A person working seven and a half hours a day, five days a week, 
over two months goes to work for 45 days.  Fatigue often results from the work site; it can also result from the 
time spent travelling to and from work.  This is not such a big factor in the south west, because travelling time is 
not so great, but certainly in the areas to which the former speakers referred, travelling time is very important, 
particularly for people commuting from Geraldton to Golden Grove and others in similar situations.  Keeping 
people off the road is very important. 

When considering the factors of risk and fatigue, we must take into account a great number of matters apart from 
the hours worked and the rosters.  We must take into account also the contaminants in the workplace.  
Improvements have been made in many workplaces, for example, by the installation of adequate ventilation in 
the cabs of trucks and machinery, which has helped to reduce worker fatigue.  One of the interesting findings of 
a study of the health of Collie miners in the late 1980s was that respiratory disease was worse in open-cut miners 
than in underground miners.  When we analysed the results, we came to the conclusion this could have been 
because open-cut mine workers were rather bored driving the machinery and often smoked heavily.  Heavy 
smoking in the enclosed space of their cabs was more likely to have a detrimental effect on their respiratory 
health.  Companies are taking such matters into account and are reducing the factors in the workplace that can 
contribute to fatigue.   

Substance abuse also affects fatigue.  Substance abuse, including alcohol not necessarily on the job but off the 
job, results in fatigue in the workplace.  It is a very important factor and is one of the biggest contributors to 
fatigue and its effects in the workplace.  That is my opinion as a medical person.  I have attended a number of 
conferences at which substance abuse has been put forward as a major effect.  We had an extremely interesting 
day at Collie where substance abuse was discussed with all the players in the mining industry who were present.  
It is important that employees recognise and understand that their activities outside working hours affect their 
performance at work.  Two of the conferences I have attended addressed the activities of workers outside 
working hours and the way it affects their performance, their safety in particular, and their efficiency at work, 
which are very important issues.  One of the things that was discussed at those conferences was how to test a 
person’s capacity to work.  Drug and alcohol testing by taking urine and blood samples and by asking people to 
breathe into a bag are rather intrusive and crude methods of testing a person’s capacity to work.  After the Exxon 
Valdez accident in Alaska, Exxon Corporation implemented the policy that random drug and alcohol testing may 
take place at any time and to any member of the company, from the general manager to the person who sweeps 
the floors.  

Ms Anwyl:  All mining companies do that. 

Dr TURNBULL:  Many mining companies in the member’s area have now introduced that -  

Ms Anwyl:  They all have.   

Dr TURNBULL:  The member needs to recognise what I said earlier; namely, different areas have different 
practices, and not all mining companies have that policy.  When we come to the effect of substance abuse on 
fatigue and safety in the mining industry, which I thought is what the member was debating, we then look at how 
we can test people as they come onto the work site and ascertain their capacity to perform their job.  Many new 
and interesting types of testing equipment are being tried out in various places of the world.  Young people are 
very interested in video games, and a lot of this testing equipment is almost equivalent to video games.  One way 
of testing for substance abuse would be to randomly select one-tenth of the work force and ask them to take a 
test, which would be similar to playing a video game, before they went onto the job on any randomly selected 
day.  As the member for Kalgoorlie mentioned, random testing policies are not applicable to people who live in 
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accommodation at their workplace.  However, they are applicable in other areas, and it is likely that they will be 
used.  Illness is another factor that may affect a person’s performance on the job.  These video games could be 
used by people to voluntarily test whether they were capable of doing the job on a day when they were ill with, 
say, a heavy cold, and were taking a lot of medication.  

Safety in the mining industry is a serious issue, about which we should all be concerned.  My son was working in 
the exploratory drilling area and had extremely long shift rosters.  In specific cases we definitely do need to look 
seriously at the number of rostered working hours to ensure that it does not affect the safety of workers.  
However, I believe that, in general, mining companies are trying to adopt sensible and responsible attitudes.  
Many of the workers are also adopting responsible altitudes.  This is not an issue for a select committee, and I do 
not think the member for Kalgoorlie expects that.  I think she wants a forum in which to air her concerns.  I have 
been pleased to be able to air my concerns about how working hours may affect safety, and also to express my 
opinion about how working hours and rostering systems affect families and communities.  I would like mining 
companies in their specific areas and unique towns to take into account in a more positive way how their 
rostering systems may affect the community in total.  I do not support the motion.  We do not need a select 
committee into this issue.  What we do need to do is apply as much pressure as we can to ensure that mining 
companies do not put workers in a position where their lives may be in danger.  There are only a small number 
of workplaces in Western Australia where that may be occurring, and I understand the mines safety inspectorate 
is looking at those workplaces very carefully. 

MR MASTERS (Vasse) [5.46 pm]:  It is not uncommon for a person to have a strongly held belief which is 
based upon an honestly held but incorrect understanding that there is an issue that needs to be corrected or 
otherwise attended to.  There is a grain of truth in the subject matter that the member for Kalgoorlie is suggesting 
should be inquired into by a select committee, and there are certainly issues that deserve further consideration by 
the mining industry.  However, for reasons that will become apparent later in my speech, I do not support the 
motion.  

I believe - I am prepared to be corrected - that I am the only member of this Parliament on the government side 
who has worked in the mining industry.  My involvement in the mining industry goes back 13 or 14 years when I 
include summer vacation work and so on.  For most of that time I worked close to the member for Collie’s 
electorate with a company that was Westralian Sands Limited and is now Iluka Resources Limited.  It is worth 
my repeating a few of the interesting stories that I have heard in the years that I have worked in the mining 
industry.  In the eight years that I worked for Westralian Sands in the 1980s, I can recall two deaths that occurred 
in the mining industry, and neither of those was in any way, shape or form related to fatigue or to the subject of 
the select committee proposal.   

Those two deaths are worth describing.  One death - I am unable to recall the name of the person involved - 
resulted when at two o’clock one morning, a mining vehicle became bogged, and the driver of that vehicle got 
out of the vehicle and walked over to a scraper.  Contrary to all the procedures for the operation of that machine, 
he proceeded to operate it in a way that caused it to stall just as he was turning a very sharp corner at some 
speed.  It was an articulated vehicle, and it rolled over and crushed him to death.  

Another accident, once again, involved a scraper.  The scraper in question stopped at a Grizzley and a load of 
sand was about to be dropped into the Grizzley.  The driver of the scraper looked out the window and saw 
another employee standing on the ground next to the scraper.  I am not sure whether they looked each other in 
the eye, but there was clearly no indication that the person on the ground was going to do anything except keep 
out of the way of this 30-tonne scraper.  The driver proceeded forward over the Grizzley, felt a bump and, 
unfortunately, the bump was the person who had been on the ground.  He was killed instantly when the machine 
drove over him.   

I am also aware of another accident some years earlier involving a company that was then called Western 
Titanium Ltd.  I apologise to members, as this was a fairly grisly sort of accident.  Again, it had nothing to do 
with fatigue, working hours, shift rostering or things like that.  It was the sort of accident that can be prevented 
only if people do risk analyses.  The term “risk analysis” is something that the member for Kalgoorlie needs to 
keep very strongly in mind.  This accident occurred with a screw conveyor, which moves mineral concentrate 
from a low point to a high point, so it can be put back into the mineral-processing stream.  The person involved 
was wearing overalls with shoulder straps, and he had not taken the trouble to put the shoulder straps under his 
clothing so they did not hang loose, nor did he take the trouble to put a protective cover over the top of the screw 
conveyor.  The end result was that he lent forward to look at something and, just as my tie is leaning out and can 
potentially be caught in something like that, one or both of the straps from this person’s overalls were caught in 
the screw conveyor and he was dragged into it and killed.   
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I am also aware of a couple of accidents that occurred in the 1980s when I was the exploration and development 
manager for Westralian Sands Ltd.  I was in charge of about 35 people and an annual budget of about $2m, so I 
was involved at a fairly senior level in various aspects of the company’s activities.  One accident that I can recall 
involved one of my drillers, who was driving back to the workplace after doing some drilling on a remote site - 
remote for Capel means 20 or 30 kilometres away.  A truck pulled out in front of him on a narrow gravel road, 
giving him no opportunity to do anything except collide with it.  Fortunately, no-one was injured, but there were 
two very badly damaged motor vehicles.  On another occasion I can recall one Tuesday driving to Rotary in 
Busselton from where I live in Peppermint Grove Beach.  In the Ludlow tuart forest, which many members will 
know, there were many lights flashing and other indications that there had been an accident.  I slowed down, 
eventually got out and went to check.  To cut a long story short, it turned out that a young lad of 19 or so years 
was driving to his employment at RGC Mineral Sands Ltd in Capel and, running late for his shift - the emphasis 
is that he was running late.  He pulled out on a blind corner and had a head-on collision with a mining engineer 
from Cable Sands (WA) Pty Ltd, who was coming home from his day in the office.  Again, fortunately no-one 
was seriously hurt, but the mining engineer’s vehicle bounced off the other car and into a tuart tree.  Once again, 
there were two badly damaged motor vehicles involved in the accident.   

It is important that I state my belief that all of those accidents, including the three deaths I mentioned, had 
nothing to do with working hours, working conditions, shift rostering - 

Ms Anwyl:  What were the working hours then?   

Mr MASTERS:  Eight-hour days, and they were permanent day, afternoon or night shifts as I understand it.  

Ms Anwyl:  They are not long working hours by definition.   

Mr MASTERS:  Exactly.  That is why I will point out later that although there is a grain of truth which the 
member believes is sufficient justification for a select committee - namely, long hours; therefore people must get 
tired and therefore there must be accidents - the reality is quite different. 

In the late 1970s I can recall working over a three-month summer vacation period for - 

Points of Order 

Mr KOBELKE:  I draw your attention, Mr Acting Speaker (Mr Baker), to Standing Order No 94, which relates 
to relevance.  The member has been speaking for some minutes now, and one can obviously set the scene for 
one’s contribution and talk to related matters.  However, at some time the member must come to the substance of 
the motion.  The member has yet to do that, and I suggest that you, Mr Acting Speaker, instruct the member to 
contribute to the debate in a way that has some relevance to the motion before the House.  

Mr BRADSHAW:  On the same point of order, I have been listening to the speech by the member for Vasse and 
it is relevant because he has been talking about safety issues.  This motion talks about the effects of long working 
hours and the health, safety and wellbeing of employees and their families in the mining industry.  He is 
speaking to the motion and the point of order is quite frivolous.  

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Baker):  I have given this matter a great deal of thought and there is no point of 
order.  The matters being raised by the member are directly relevant to the content of the motion.   

Debate Resumed 

Mr MASTERS:  I worked for International Nickel during that summer vacation.  We used to commence work at 
4.00 am to avoid the summer heat.  We would finish work about midday or 1.00 pm, sleep, eat, do whatever else 
was required to avoid the worst of the summer heat, then go back to work about 4.00 pm and work through to 
6.00 or 7.00 pm or however long was required.  The point behind the stories I am telling members is that 
different mining companies will have different requirements that will need to be met by different people from 
their work force.  I am not aware of any employees who are being forced at the point of a gun to work under 
these conditions.  These people work on whatever conditions are offered by the company because they choose to 
work.  There are always exceptions in which some people, for example, have a great need to earn money or 
whatever.  Nonetheless, the bottom line is that we live in a very free society, and there is every opportunity for 
people who are unsuited to or unhappy with particular working conditions, shift rostering, working hours and so 
on to leave and seek alternative employment.   

The member for Kalgoorlie talked about the problems of fly-in fly-out employment.  I have a philosophical 
opposition to fly-in fly-out activities.  It does not do anything to assist in the creation of communities.  In many 
cases there is a mining operation, no town and no real service facilities, and all we are doing is creating the 
opportunity for people to work long hours.  If I had the option, obviously I would choose to work shorter hours.  
The reality is that I have a philosophical objection to fly-in fly-out employment because it does not create the 
sorts of communities that this State of ours has benefited from over many years. The implication in the select 
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committee motion appears to be that these arrangements place strains on families.  The reality is that a number of 
families in my electorate of Vasse have one or other of the partners working in the mining industry on a fly-in 
fly-out basis.  I must be honest:  I have received only positive reports to date from the people concerned.  The 
positivity may well relate to the income generated by the longer working hours.  Problems of difficult family 
situations may occur if one of the partners is not home when the children are home.  In other words, every family 
situation, like every employment situation, is different.  Nevertheless, I have heard only positive feedback from 
families in my electorate involved in fly-in fly-out arrangements. 

I can understand why mining companies operate on this basis.  Economic benefits are involved.  I accept and 
understand the statistics provided by the Minister for Labour Relations which indicated that as a result of better 
shift arrangements and working conditions, including fly-in fly-out arrangements, accident and death rates are 
lower than those in other types of mining operations. 

It is up to industry to ultimately decide which way to go in their mining operations.  I am pleased that the Federal 
Government has chosen to remove fringe benefits tax from employer-provided housing in remote communities.  
That has the potential to significantly change the economic imperatives which control the thinking of many 
mining company executives so they decide to move away from fly-in fly-out arrangements and look more 
favourably on the establishment of towns; at least they may decide to have workers based in remote towns to be 
flown a shorter distance to the mine site. 

I advise the member for Kalgoorlie that the member for Eyre and others in this place have tried to convince 
members and others that the recent air tragedy in which seven employees and a pilot associated with Sons of 
Gwalia lost their lives was not a mining industry related accident. 

Ms Anwyl:  You’re now making assumptions about my position.  What is my position?  I have been silent in this 
place on that issue.  The member has no idea of my view. 

Mr MASTERS:  The notes I took down indicate that the member implied or stated that the deaths were a mining-
related issue.  The member for Eyre and others have stated a contrary point of view; namely, that the deaths were 
related to the airline industry.  As tragic as the incident was, it is unfair and inaccurate to surmise, suggest or 
imply that the accident in any way was related to the mining industry.  A point of view can be put that more 
deaths and injuries occur on the road when people drive to and from a mining operation from a nearby town than 
occur as a result of using other forms of transportation. 

The member for Kalgoorlie was correct in stating that fatigue is a major issue; that applies in every industry, not 
only mining.  I attended a conference in November last year on deaths and accidents in the motor vehicle 
industry at which fatigue at long last was recognised as a major cause of motor vehicle accidents.  Interestingly, 
a keynote speaker referred to the need for micro naps; that is, 10 to 30-minute naps in the middle of the day to 
allow people to recharge their batteries. 

Ms Anwyl:  Is that what all members on your side are doing - having a sleep? 

Mr MASTERS:  Members on both sides of the House do that occasionally. 

Dr Turnbull:  Some of us from the country definitely do that. 

Mr MASTERS:  I hope not when driving! 

Dr Turnbull:  No. 

Mr MASTERS:  It was interesting, having heard the keynote speaker, to reflect back to 1988 when I spent time 
in Brazil working in mineral exploration.  I had heard stories about people in Spain, Portugal, Mexico and 
elsewhere having siestas.  My time in Brazil demonstrated to me for the first time that at least half a dozen 
nations on earth operate on the basis of people not taking the evening meal until nine o’clock to 11 o'clock at 
night.  People then do what members of this House do; namely, go to bed at 1.00 am or 3.00 am, and be up again 
at 8.00 am.  A morning's work is done followed by a two-hour siesta; in other words, a micro or macro nap.  
Four to six nations on earth have completely different work and lifestyle practices from those in Western 
Australia.  It is drawing too long a bow to suggest that the 12-hour shifts undertaken by the mining industry, 
among others, are causing the problems outlined.  I will show later why that is not the case. 

I could talk about the number of hours members of Parliament work, but that would not impress anyone in this 
place.  Instead, I refer to a large group of people in our community - I am not sure of the politically correct 
description, but they used to be called housewives or househusbands -  

Mr Sweetman:  Domestic engineers. 
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Mr MASTERS:  Indeed.  I refer especially to those with children.  No-one would suggest that those people work 
anything less than a 16-hour day, yet the overwhelming majority of them cope with that daunting and incredibly 
hard task.  Therefore, we should not blindly say that people are more prone to accidents, marital breakdown or 
other problems because they work longer hours than others work. 

Some people need very little sleep.  Some members, including the Minister for the Environment, know Dr 
Neville Marchant from the WA Herbarium; I am incredibly jealous of that person as he needs less than four 
hours’ sleep a night.  He goes to sleep at night at the same time as the rest of his family, and he tiptoes out to his 
office at 1.00 am or 2.00 am to continue his work.  Other people enjoy working night shifts.  I do not know the 
name of the gentleman involved; however, I called in for a tank of petrol at the Caltex service station at 
Dawesville at half past nine one evening, and the attendant had just started the graveyard shift.  He said that it 
was fantastic.  He is his own boss, he has fewer people to deal with, and he can complete the jobs his boss 
instructs him to do.  He and his wife, after 20 years of marriage, find this to be the most satisfying arrangement 
for them. 

The member for Kalgoorlie pointed out that many community groups are finding it difficult to find new 
volunteers.  That is also the case in my electorate.  To suggest that 12-hour shifts or strange and different 
working arrangements are a major cause of volunteer shortages in a town like Kalgoorlie does not hold water.  
Exactly the same problem of volunteer shortage occurs in towns like Busselton.   

The member for Kalgoorlie and the minister talked about the rostering system of 14 days on, and one day off and 
so on.  I calculated what that means in terms of the percentage of a working period that a person commits to 
work.  A 40-hour week, which is a nice round number, is the equivalent of 27 per cent of the working week 
period.  It is interesting to note that four days on working a 12-hour shift, and then four days off, represents 
devoting to work only 25 per cent of the working period.  Six weeks on, one week off, is equivalent to 42 per 
cent of the working period.  Thirteen days on, one day off, is equivalent to 46 per cent.  Two weeks on, one week 
off, based on a 12-hour daily roster, is equivalent to 33 per cent.  At the end of the day we have to accept that 
people have free choice.  People who work 42 or 46 per cent of their working period are getting paid for the 
extra hours they work.  I assume - I invite the member for Kalgoorlie to give evidence to the contrary - that those 
workers are taking home significant increases in their normal income.  The problem is not that 12-hour shifts or 
six weeks on, one week off, arrangements are being introduced.  Problems, if they exist, need to be solved by 
individual companies working hand-in-hand with the Government.  There needs to be an understanding that 
different people are suited to different working conditions.  I hope to speak during the Address-in-Reply later 
and I will quote from a study on deaths resulting from violent actions that was undertaken in the United States.  
In the United States it is now being realised that some of the police officers, by virtue of their behaviour, are 
more prone to being the victims of violence and of being seriously injured or killed.  I have no doubt that some 
employees in the mining industry employees should not be doing work that requires shifts of more than eight, 10 
or 12 hours.  Some employees are not physically or psychologically suited to certain patterns of work.  The onus 
is on the companies involved in the mining industry and the Government to realise that it is not the system that is 
at fault, but the individuals employed who are placed in situations that do not suit them.  Such people need to be 
counselled by psychologists or other professionals to allow them to come to their own understanding that they 
should not be working long hours or demanding shifts.   

There are more important issues to be discussed than the mining industry’s shift rostering and hours worked 
when looking at the health, safety and well-being of employees, their families and the communities.  The 
member for Collie has referred to drug testing.  I remember unions and employees strenuously fighting the 
introduction of drug testing; yet my experiences in the mining industry confirm my belief that drug testing, using 
appropriate measures, should be applied to every work force where there is a significant danger of injury or 
death.  It is important that employees examine their own lifestyles and their own physical, psychological and 
emotional capabilities.  Once people realise that the health, safety and well-being of employees, their families 
and their communities lie not just in the hands of the Government or of the mining industry, but in the hands of 
the employees, then I believe major strides can be taken to overcome the problems of accidents and deaths in the 
mining industry. 

MR SWEETMAN (Ningaloo) [6.14 pm]:  I agree to some extent with the sentiments expressed during the 
debate, but I will not support the establishment of a select committee.  I have been anxious for many years over 
the plight of some of the families who have a member working in a mining camp in the more remote areas of the 
State for extended periods.  I have not seen any documented evidence in respect of family break ups, but I 
suspect that if all the families so affected were domiciled in one suburb of Perth, it would finally be seen for the 
calamity that it is.  However, it is not sufficient reason to regulate work hours and to start dictating to mining 
companies or employees.  The companies operate in a competitive world and are trying to sell their product at a 
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commercially viable price.  In so doing, they provide employment for the workers.  Whether they choose to work 
extended shifts is ultimately a choice and responsibility that falls upon the workers.   

I have had an association with the mining industry for a long time.  I have not been employed directly by mining 
companies but I have worked as a contractor on many minesites.  I have brothers who have worked in the 
industry.  One brother worked at Shay Gap until it closed down.  He was working at a time when many were 
attracted north to make good money by working long hours.  He had recently married and he hoped that, after 
eight or 10 years, he would be able to set up his family financially.  Due to the award system and overtime 
conditions, the company he worked for chose to go from two rosters to three rosters a day.  He found it very 
difficult and ultimately gave the job away after working under that regime for two to three years.  When the 
company went back to the shorter rosters he saved no money at all because, as he had so much time off, he was 
always looking for other things to do to keep himself occupied.  That is a case of the roster system not suiting the 
work force.  Most mining companies - whether large companies like BHP and Rio Tinto Ltd, or small companies 
like St Barbara Mines Ltd or Hill 50 - bend over backwards to come up with a shift structure that will suit their 
workers.  I have heard of workers working 12 hours a day for five or six weeks at a time, in return for one or two 
weeks off.  I think that is an oppressive shift regime.  The workers take the job voluntarily; they are not being 
compelled or forced as slaves to work the shifts.  They choose to do it on the basis that, after two or three years, 
they will be set up financially and enjoy a better life as a consequence of their sacrifice and commitment to work.  
I have a brother who works at the Dampier Salt operation for Rio Tinto Ltd at Lake MacLeod.  He has worked in 
a variety of jobs around Australia as a diesel fitter.  He has never had a better job than his current job.  He loves 
the shift regime.  There are approximately 150 workers at the gypsum salt works at Lake MacLeod.  Only one 
dozen or so workers chose to stay on the old award structure.  My brother is one of the majority of workers who 
are on individual contracts.  He works 12 hours a day in blocks of four days.  His 12-hour day is not typical those 
at other sites as there is an hour and a quarter travel each way.  The workers work a full 15 hours if one includes 
the time it takes to commute to and from the site.  Some of the workers drive themselves to the site and drive 
themselves home after their shift.  The company is looking at possibly changing that.  It is a fairly hefty 
commitment on the part of the workers.  They work two days and two nights in their block of four.  If they feel 
fatigued or stressed or feel that they need more time off, they are able, under their individual contracts, to talk to 
the management and get what is called a block of 12 days off.  Overwhelmingly, the workers at the site 
appreciate that flexibility.  My younger brother has a wife and two small children.  He spends more time with his 
children now than he has ever done before.  On many days he can drop them off at school and pick them up 
afterwards.  He is committed to work for four days and then he has four days off.  In addition, from time to time, 
he can take his block of 12 days off.  Many companies bend over backwards to tailor their rosters to suit the 
needs of their employees.   

I know that because of the fly-in fly-out regime many sporting and voluntary organisations are having a difficult 
time.  We must go back a step further and look at the reasons that these employees are flying in and flying out.  
A Labor Government invented the fringe benefits tax.  I spoke before in this place in the Address-in-Reply about 
one of the positive policies of this current Federal Government when it wound back the FBT on employee 
housing.  In fact, the old management regime of the St Barbara Mines Ltd operation was criticised for being a 
regional employer and for not taking advantage of the savings to be had with fly-in fly-out operations.  It 
reduced its mining workforce of around 380 to 16 workers when it shut down its mining fleet and ran low-grade 
ore through a treatment plant with those 16 workers.  In between the time of its downsizing and going on to care 
and gearing back up, the FBT on employee housing was wound back.  As a consequence of that, St Barbara’s 
operation is again going ahead full steam, already has more than 250 employees, including contractors and has 
adopted a regional focus.  As a regional employer, it has filled all its houses and single persons’ quarters in 
Meekatharra.  Its employees, not the company, choose if they want to fly in and fly out.  That is one of the 
positive aspects of removing FBT as it provides an incentive for companies - and in some cases for workers and 
their families - to go to the bush. 

This motion is about trying to wind back the clock.  It is more about getting control of workers by again bringing 
them under a union discipline rather than respecting the agreements that they as individuals have made with their 
company.  If the Australian Labor Party wants to test its philosophy at the next election, it should continue to 
pursue its policy of scrapping workplace agreements and regulating hours to avoid the stress it believes is 
associated with these long shifts. 

I shall recount an experience I had in Cue and the love miners have for their industry.  Most mine workers will 
do anything to work and make good money out of mining, whether by fly-in fly-out arrangements, whether by 
living in a region in which they are uncomfortable or whether by driving a long way by car.  Many others do it 
regardless of the money they can make because they love their profession.  I recall a time during an election 
campaign when I was at Cue.  The Big Bell mine was having a hard time and was reducing rather than 
increasing the work force, even its specialist miners.  As a consequence, some miners who had been laid off and 
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had families in Cue started getting work elsewhere- at Sandstone, Gidgee or further north.  Some of them drove 
700 or 800 miles, mostly over gravel roads, to continue working in the mining industry. They all had their names 
noted with Normandy Mining Ltd’s Big Bell operation about 27 kilometres west of Cue, in the hope that when a 
job came up they would get one there. 

When I was door knocking out there during the last election campaign, I had the good fortune to meet a lady 
named Irene Taylor.  She lived there with her two young lads and it was the day when her husband returned from 
a distant mine.  He had worked four weeks at a remote location in the bush and had driven back, as no airline 
service ran from that small mining operation.  He had made a tremendous sacrifice and effort to get there to work 
while trying to get a job at Big Bell.  Friday nights are generally pretty special for families as the husband and 
wife have usually knocked off for the week and they will do something that night, such as go out for a meal, sit 
in front of the television or play a few games of cards as a family.  If ever I have seen happiness, that family was 
it.  The father, Peter Taylor, had been away for a lengthy stint and was home for a week and it was hoopla time 
for him, his wife and their two lads.  I enjoyed the time I spent there talking to those people, listening to their 
aspirations, about how happy they were that the family was back together again temporarily, and how they were 
longing for Peter to get a job back at Big Bell. 

After the election, as the local member then, I visited that lady to say hello again.  The house was shut, which 
surprised me.  I thought perhaps Mr Taylor had a job elsewhere and had decided to move on.  To my regret, I 
discovered that Peter got his job back at Big Bell and was killed shortly after.  That was a father who was an 
underground driller, who was very good at his profession and who had longed to get back to his family, and to 
that mine.  Unfortunately his job back there cost him his life, and the lady and her boys have moved out.  I would 
wholeheartedly agree with the Opposition's motion if it would avoid something like that happening in the future, 
but it will not.   

Ms Anwyl:  You say you partly agreed with it; which part of it? 

Mr SWEETMAN:  I have some sympathy with the sentiment behind the effect of the fly-in fly-out 
arrangements.  However, that is primarily the reason that they work long hours on site.  It is no good their going 
out to the site for a week, going home for a week and then going back to the site.  The company cannot afford it 
and neither can the workers if they are to spend only those hours there.  I am as concerned as the member for 
Kalgoorlie about further dysfunction caused to families in this State.  There could be an inquiry into that but I do 
not believe it would find that it relates solely to fly-in fly-out arrangements or oppressive shifts in mine sites. 

I recall when my wife worked permanent night duty at the Carnarvon Regional Hospital.  That did not do much 
for our marriage and was not a pleasant time.  If any members know what it is like to work continuous night 
shifts as a nurse, they will know that it is hard work and people end up a mess.  Everybody who works 
permanent night shift does, whether they be police officers, nurses, miners or contractors.  It depends on the time 
worked as to how fatigued they become.  It is unfair to single out the mining industry for an inquiry into its long 
hours and oppressive shifts to determine whether they have a deleterious effect on workers, their safety standards 
and so on.  I read a sinister implication into this motion; that is, to return workers to a discipline which they do 
not want.  Workers want the right to work 12 hours a day for six weeks.  They will not be impressed by any 
motion of this House to set up a select committee that may bring into dispute or wind back agreements they have 
willingly entered into with mining companies. 

MR BRADSHAW (Murray-Wellington - Parliamentary Secretary) [6.26 pm]:  Members may wonder why I am 
rising to speak as I come from the south west.  In fact, at least four mining companies operate in my electorate. 

Ms Anwyl:  What shifts are they on? 

Mr BRADSHAW:  Twelve-hour shifts. 

Ms Anwyl:  How many weeks on and how many weeks off? 

Mr BRADSHAW:  They do not have weeks on and weeks off; they have days on and days off. 

Ms Anwyl:  How many? 

Mr BRADSHAW:  It is about four days on and three or four days off.  As I said, at least four mining companies 
operate in my electorate - Cable Sands (WA) Pty Ltd, Iluka Resources Ltd, Alcoa of Australia Ltd and Sons of 
Gwalia Ltd.  Worsley Alumina Pty Ltd is on the border and is probably in the member for Collie’s electorate; 
however, many workers from Worsley live in my electorate. 

Dr Turnbull:  And right down the hill which attracts them. 

Mr BRADSHAW:  That is right; it is a great place in which to live.  I have therefore had a reasonable amount of 
experience with workers from those mining companies over the years and find it difficult to comprehend why we 
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need a select committee to look into the hours and conditions of the workers.  I recall not many years ago when 
companies such as Alcoa and Worsley Alumina switched to 12-hour shifts with the agreement of the workers.  
The workers never complained to me about those hours and have never said they do not like them and do not 
want to work them.  In fact they like them because they can work four days and have four days off, which gives 
them plenty of free time at home.  I believe they work two nights and two days rather than work four nights in a 
row. The present arrangement is much better than the systems that operated in the past when they worked all 
night shifts;. 

A company that has happy workers will have a happy work place with fewer opportunities for accidents and 
mishaps than can occur in an unhappy workplace.  If people are unhappy in their workplace it has an effect on 
their home life.  A company with an unhappy work force creates a flow-on effect right through the community 
with a higher turnover in that work force, which means a loss of productivity.  It is amazing, because these 
companies are notstupid.  They want to get the best out of their work force.  They came to an arrangement with 
their work force some years ago to work 12-hour shifts and are happy to have them.  The people who work 12-
hour shifts take on additional work in the spare days, whether it be lawn mowing, operating small excavators, or 
a range of other things.  It is better for them to work somewhere else rather than go to the pub or blow all their 
money at the TAB, and it earns them extra money.  I do not agree with the principle of the fly-in fly-out 
arrangement.  Members might want to look at the record of the previous Labor Government.  When the Argyle 
diamond mine was set up, the Court Government had an arrangement to establish a town in Argyle for the 
workers.  In 1983 the Bourke Government made a special deal to attract some quick money and changed it to a 
fly-in fly-out operation.  

Dr Turnbull:  The Labor Party also bought into Argyle. 

Mr BRADSHAW:  Yes, it did.  There is another interesting story about the Northern Mining Company, but that 
is a story for another time.  It was interesting that it was a Labor Government which, I thought would have 
preferred to have the workers stationed where they were working rather than flying them in and out.  That 
arrangement is bad for the area.  We have always wanted decentralisation, and the best way to decentralise is to 
have people living in the area.  It was disgraceful of the Labor Government of the 1980s to encourage the fly-in 
fly-out arrangement.   

I have a couple of friends in Harvey who worked at the Argyle mine on a fly-in fly-out basis.  One of them 
worked at the Argyle mine from the time it started until earlier this year.  He took a redundancy package and is 
now living full time in Harvey.  His wife has always lived in Harvey and he used to work two weeks on and two 
weeks off, as did the other person.  Although I do not agree with the system and would not like to work under it, 
these two people who worked there for a considerable time enjoyed it and thought that it was a good lifestyle.  
They enjoyed those couple of weeks off at home with their families.  It would not suit me and I do not think it is 
the right way to go.  I am philosophically opposed to fly-in fly-out arrangements.  People should live as close as 
they can to their workplaces because it is a better arrangement, particularly for family life.   

The mining industry is a tough industry.  Any death is one death too many.  When I go home tonight I will have 
dinner with a person who has finished his career as a driller in the Kalgoorlie area.  Although he is only 25, he 
worked there for several years and managed to put aside a considerable amount of money, which he invested 
well.  Many people work in the mining industry to get a good start in life.  This person has certainly done that.  
Besides investing his money well, he has had an opportunity to travel on the funds he accumulated from working 
as a driller.  Because he is close to us, every time a death in the mining industry occurred, our hearts went into 
our mouths wondering whether it was he.  It is always a bad sign to have a death in the mining industry.  There is 
no need for a select committee to inquire into the working hours of the mining industry employees.  Members 
opposite should be more concerned about what is happening than playing politics.  An extensive amount of 
research is already available on fatigue guidelines and management that has been released for public comment.  
In addition, the Government has a tripartite mines occupational safety and health - 

Ms Anwyl:  This has been read to us about four times.  

Mr BRADSHAW:  No, this has not.  We have this Mines Occupational Safety and Health Advisory Board, 
commonly known as MOSHA.  The Mines Safety and Inspection Act of 1994 requires the employers and 
employees to consult and cooperate in the workplace to identify hazards, carry out risk assessments and take 
steps to eliminate or control the risks within what is reasonably practical.  The safety and health risks of fatigue 
are well known by both employers and employees.  Both appreciate the need to manage them as part of their 
duty of care.  It is important that companies undertake certain controls to make sure that, to the best of their 
ability, their employees are working in safe conditions.  Unfortunately, it does not matter what measures are put 
in place, there will always be accidents no matter how good the management or the code of conduct is.  There 
will always be people who find a way around the work’s code of practice.   
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From experience, I know that Worsley Alumina Pty Ltd is strong on its work practices.  A fellow I knew some 
15 years ago had an accident with another person at Worsley Alumina and he was sacked as a result because he 
had not done things according to the workplace arrangements.  That company does not mess around.  If people 
do not adopt the practices required by the company, they suffer.  In some cases it can be fatal if a mistake is 
made, therefore it is important to enforce strong principles and values to ensure that the workplace is safe.  The 
Department of Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare has put in place stringent codes of practice which 
companies in my electorate - not mining companies - complain are over the top and unnecessary.  It is hard to 
write a code of conduct without going over the top sometimes; however, they must be practical.  A couple of 
companies in my electorate have complained to me about the over-zealous efforts of DOHSWA.  We must make 
sure that people are not killed, maimed or injured; therefore, strong codes of practice must be in put place.   

The draft guideline on fatigue management which has been developed by the Mines Occupational, Safety and 
Health Advisory Board is designed to provide practical guidance for employers to meet their legal obligations.  

Ms Anwyl:  That bit has been read about four times.  

Mr BRADSHAW:  No, it has not.  It addresses the physical and social effects of fatigue and risks associated 
with various aspects of work such as night shift work, commuting, overtime and extended working hours and 
potential exposure to other hazards.  It is not only a matter of companies putting the work practices in place; the 
employees must also take responsibility.   

As the member for Collie indicated earlier, one of the problems in the past, which I hope has been eliminated 
with on-site testing, has been drugs and alcohol.  When I was growing up, people might have gone out on Friday 
and Saturday night.  Sunday night was the night to go to bed so that on Monday morning they would be bright, 
fresh and bushy tailed.  It astounds me when walking through Northbridge on Sunday evenings to see a queue of 
people outside the nightclubs at 10.00 pm.  

Mr McGowan:  What are you doing there? 

Mr BRADSHAW:  Having a meal.  I am going home at 10.00 pm; I am not still out.  

Mr McGowan:  Why are you not in your electorate?  

Mr BRADSHAW:  I generally am in my electorate.  

Mr McGowan:  I think we know what you are up to.  

Ms Anwyl:  Quit while you are ahead and sit down.  

Mr BRADSHAW:  I have lost out now, so I might as well keep going.  It astounds me to see a queue of young 
people lining up outside the nightclubs when it is not even 10 o’clock.  

Ms Anwyl:  They are probably shift workers and it is their day off.   

Mr BRADSHAW:  They are not necessarily shift workers, but I have never asked them whether they are shift 
workers or whether they were taking the next day off.  

Mr McGowan:  It is unlike members of Parliament like you to line up and go into nightclubs.  

Mr BRADSHAW:  Unfortunately I passed the age of going to nightclubs many years ago.  I would like to think 
that I am that age, but unfortunately I have gone well and truly past it. 

Ms Anwyl:  They would not let you in. 

Mr BRADSHAW:  The member for Kalgoorlie is right.   

Many of the problems arise with people who think they can carry on all night and then turn up at work the next 
morning.  Obviously it affects their ability to work; they work more slowly, their thinking is slower, their 
reactions are slower, and they are possibly prone to falling asleep at the wrong time.  These things need to be 
taken into account.  It is not just a matter of long working hours.  It is also a matter of the way people treat 
themselves, whether that includes drinking too much alcohol or taking some of those illegal substances that 
people should not take.  A wide range of factors can influence a person’s performance at work; therefore, this 
motion should not focus just on working hours.  I do not support this motion.  It is purely a piece of political 
grandstanding.  I am not sure what the member for Kalgoorlie thought she would get out of moving this motion.  
I do not support it at all. 

MR TUBBY (Roleystone) [6.42 pm]:  There were some mining operations at Jarrahdale in my electorate, but 
since Alcoa of Australia Ltd closed down that operation and moved south, that is no longer the case.  I lived in 
mining communities for many years, including 12 months in Kalgoorlie; a couple of years in Karratha - it is not 
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really a mining community but Dampier Salt Ltd operates there - a couple of years in Leinster with the Agnew 
Nickel Operation; and a couple of years in Newman.  Therefore, I know something about mining communities 
and the effects on shift workers. 

Ms Anwyl:  What were the shifts back in those days? 

Mr TUBBY:  They were not the 12-hour shifts that workers now do.  My sister, who is married to a geologist, 
has lived in Newman for about seven or eight years.  Before that they were in Port Hedland, and before that they 
spent 11 years on Koolan Island.  My family and I have some experience with mining, and I know that the long 
shifts mine employees now work in Newman create stress in the community and in families.  However, it is their 
choice to work those hours.  As other members have said, those workers choose to do that.  Many people who 
live in my electorate choose to fly in and fly out to these mining operations.  Wherever I go, whether it be to a 
small mine that does not have a town attached to it or a larger mining area that has a community, I am surprised 
by the number of people I run into who are constituents of mine.  Those people fly into and out of those mining 
communities to work for a week, two weeks, six weeks, or whatever.   

Thankfully, I did not live in mining communities when they had the major fly-in fly-out arrangements, but I 
know that since they have been in place those communities have gone downhill.  I am saddened by that because 
it means the school population drops, and the facilities provided through the hospitals, the doctors and other 
support facilities for people living in those communities wind back.  It is a never-ending spiral of decline when 
too many workers choose the fly-in fly-out option.  As I said before, that is a choice people make.   

People also choose whether they want to work to those rosters.  It is far better within every individual workplace 
- wherever it happens to be in the State - for the miners and the employers to work out their own arrangements, 
without any undue interference from us or from anybody else.  They can come to their own arrangements.  As 
the member for Ningaloo said, there are horses for courses.  What suits some families is completely unsuitable 
and untenable for other families.  People are given a lot of choice.  The Opposition has probably found a way to 
try to wind back some of that choice in workplace agreements, which is available in mining communities.  If we 
try to wind that choice back, it will be to the detriment of the people working in those communities because at 
present they have a wide choice. 

Mr Kobelke:  Can I just tell you that you are wrong.  That is not the case.  There are issues relating to safety, and 
this will address them fairly and squarely. 

Mr TUBBY:  This motion will not address any of the safety issues because those issues are already being 
addressed through the Mines Occupational Safety and Health Advisory Board and through working papers on 
fatigue, which are available in the public arena for people to look at and comment on.  I agree with the member 
for Collie and a couple of other speakers who said that we must consider the issue of fatigue further.  We also 
need to look at substance abuse within mining communities.   

When I was living in Newman in 1983-84, the incidence of substance abuse in that community was high, 
especially among younger people who were living in the huge single quarters.  Thankfully, those living quarters 
were converted into a hotel and there is no longer a large conglomeration of single people in the town.  In that 
environment if a person was not a substance abuser before he went there, it was not too long before he became 
one.  That alone had a huge impact on safety in mines and in all the workplaces around the Newman community.  
If we are to consider this issue of workplace safety, then we must consider substance abuse.  A select committee 
is not the best avenue for that.  Within the mining arena there are plenty of avenues for respectable bodies to do 
that work without members of Parliament getting involved.  I do not support this motion. 

MS ANWYL (Kalgoorlie) [6.46 pm]:  I am to some extent gratified that so many government members have 
chosen to speak on this motion.  It is my observation in this place that it is rare for so many government 
members to speak on such a motion.  I wonder if that has something to do with the Opposition’s next item of 
business on the Notice Paper - the very important Criminal Code Amendment (Protection of Seniors) Bill, which 
the Government does not intend to support. 

Mr Prince:  How do you know that?  You have not heard me speak on that yet. 

Ms ANWYL:  I heard question time. 

Mr Prince:  It is an absolute fraud. 

Ms ANWYL:  Is the minister going to support the Bill? 

Mr Prince:  What you are putting up is a complete fraud. 

Mr McGinty:  Will you support it? 

Mr Prince:  Wait and see. 
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Ms ANWYL:  The minister has made a fool of himself because he just jumped in and suggested I was 
inaccurate, but he will not support the Bill. 

Mr Prince:  You said the Government would not support this Bill, but you have not heard me speak on it yet. 

Ms ANWYL:  That is what I understood from the minister’s answer to the Dorothy Dix question.  If the minister 
intends to support the Bill, that is great.  I will be brief in my remarks so that we can put the matter to the test. 

Mr McGinty:  Can I say just how disingenuous, in fact dishonest, the minister has been.  The Government has 
already announced that it will not support the Bill.  Now he is trying to pretend and play games - I do not know 
why - and it just shows the lack of honesty in his party. 

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Sweetman):  Order members.  This is not a cosy fireside chat.  If the member for 
Kalgoorlie will address her comments through the Chair, we will probably get through this debate and the vote 
by seven o’clock. 

Ms ANWYL:  Thank you, Mr Acting Speaker, for those helpful remarks. 

It is no surprise to me that the Government has presented a cynical response to my motion calling for the 
establishment of a select committee.  Some of the comments by government backbenchers - and I emphasise 
some - have been insulting to my constituents.  Although those workers may enjoy higher wages than the state 
average wage, they do not enjoy the same leisure and recreational opportunities and quality time with their 
families that is the norm in this State.  Members need to go beyond the concept that workers choose to work in a 
particular job and leave that as the end of the matter.  If that concept were taken back a century or so ago to the 
time when children were working in coalmines, an argument could be mounted along those lines.   

Many government members have missed the point under paragraph (c), where it is not a foregone conclusion 
that it is desirable to regulate long working hours.  One of the matters that a select committee would inquire into 
would be the desirability of regulation.  I have had constant dialogue with the mining industry - whether through 
its various peak bodies or individual mining companies - about the need for that to occur.  I suggest that another 
cabinet visit to Kalgoorlie be arranged because this issue concerns a wide range of people in Kalgoorlie-Boulder.  
I sit on a range of committees which look into the effects of long working hours, and particularly how they 
impact on male workers.  Of course, there are also many female workers in the mining industry. 

In many families it is the norm that men are the breadwinners and women are left, often for weeks on end, to 
bring up the children alone.  If one talks to teachers or anyone in the caring profession, be they health 
professionals or counsellors, one will hear concern expressed about the stresses and strains placed on families 
and communities as a result of these very long working hours.  I recognise that the mining industry is doing a lot 
of work to improve safety.  There is a degree of scepticism among workers about the alleged manipulation of 
lost-time injury figures, and the lack of reporting of near-miss accidents.  Some of the government speakers on 
this motion have no comprehension about the hours being worked.  We have heard people talk about eight-hour 
days.  We have heard the member for Vasse give details of his calculations about continuous shifts, but he failed 
to give examples of the harshest regimes, which entail six weeks on, 12 hours a day, seven days a week, and then 
one week off.   
My community is asking questions about this issue.  It is fine for the Government to brand this a political stunt.  
I would not expect anything else from a Government that has a Minister for Mines who recently claimed 
publicly that many underground fatalities are due to the stupidity of the deceased workers.  He did later offer 
some sort of apology, but that is the sort of sentiment that has emanated from this Government.  The Minister for 
Labour Relations needs to get out more often into the mining communities, where she will find there are very 
real concerns about the effect of long working hours on the health, safety and wellbeing of employees, their 
families and communities.   
There is a dearth of statistics.  There is no statistical analysis showing whether the 35 per cent state average of 
marriage breakdowns is higher in remote mining communities.  I have tried to obtain statistics such as these 
through this Parliament by questioning the Attorney General, but he told me that it would be too onerous for 
those statistics to be collected.  I am disappointed that the Government does not recognise the need for an inquiry 
of this type. 
A claim has been made that this motion is an artificial device to draw attention to the Opposition’s industrial 
relations policy, which is soon to be released.  That is false.  I have been trying for some time to assemble the 
kind of data this inquiry would have elicited, and sooner or later I will succeed.  It goes a long way beyond 
assembling statistics about mining accidents and fatalities, because we already have that data.  What we do not 
have is a concerted, statewide effort to do much more than that. 
Question put and a division taken with the following result - 
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Ayes (14) 

Ms Anwyl Dr Gallop Mr McGinty Mrs Roberts 
Mr Brown Mr Kobelke Ms McHale   
Mr Carpenter Ms MacTiernan Mr Riebeling  Mr McGowan (Teller) 
Dr Edwards Mr Marlborough Mr Ripper 

Noes (26) 

Mr Baker Mr Day Mr Kierath Mr Shave 
Mr Bloffwitch Mrs Edwardes Mr MacLean Mr Trenorden 
Mr Board Dr Hames Mr Marshall Dr Turnbull 
Mr Bradshaw Mrs Hodson-Thomas Mr Masters Mr Wiese   
Dr Constable Mrs Holmes Mr Omodei Mr Tubby (Teller) 
Mr Court Mr House Mr Pendal  
Mr Cowan Mr Johnson Mr Prince  

            

Pairs 

 Mr Thomas  Mr Barnett 
 Mr Cunningham  Mrs van de Klashorst 
 Mr Grill  Mr Minson 
 Ms Warnock  Mr McNee 

Question thus negatived. 
 


